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Abstract This study aims to examine the effect of the type of weight training with active and passive recovery treatment on the composition of the improvement of volleyball smash technique. This research is a quasi-experiment, with data analysis using SEM-PLS in the weight training model treatment group with active and passive recovery intervals. The subjects of this research were 120 semester IV students of the 2018/2019 Academic Year in the Health and Recreation Study Program, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education (FKIP) UNISMA Bekasi. The measurement results show that the active and passive recovery weight training treatment has a significant effect on the volleyball smash technique skills. The SEM-PLS analysis results show that active recovery weight training improves volleyball smash technique skills (β=0.521, T_count = 5.602 ≥ T_table = 2.001, P-Values =0.000 ≤ 0.05). These findings could assist in adjusting strength training for volleyball player performance enhancement in an effort to improve certain technical abilities, and enable coaches to positively detect people who stand out in volleyball smash speed and accuracy.
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1. Introduction

The progress of the sport training system should deeply be identified to improve effectively the performance of individual or teams. Most of the interests of the training scope are carried out to achieve flexibility and strength when playing, especially in the form of the most explosive movements of each skill type of sport. The training scheme for each sport is designed as a special long-term process based on the development of solid physical fitness and the ability of the body to react optimally through muscle work. In the world of sports, physical fitness is almost always needed by every athlete and is a serious concern for every coach. Sports experts have agreed that to build physical fitness, an effective method is to use weight training [1]. Weight training is an exercise using weight media that has an effect on improving fitness, muscle strength, speed, muscle tightening, muscle hypertrophy, rehabilitation, weight gain and reduction [2]. Doing weight training requires a systematic process that is repeated or gradual in order to develop speed, strength and endurance as important factors for every athlete [3]. The need for weight training is also an alternative training for volleyball playing techniques which can benefit from forming a good posture including physiological, anatomical, ability and physical health [4].
Volleyball is popular all over the world and is a favorite sport, because of the relatively light game, simple technique, uncomplicated rules of the game and very interesting to do [5]. In addition, volleyball has provided a basis for focus as a competitive sport where athletes are required to be professional in providing high performance and coaches continue to seek benefits that can improve performance [6]. To prepare outstanding volleyball athletes at each annual event, the Indonesian Government seeks to provide guidance in applying science and technology, research results or theories about training [7]. The game of volleyball has three main positions, namely the feeder (tossier), libero (defend), and attacker (smash) as a series of determinants who process the ball to get points, but the opposing team will act to block and thwart attacks [8]. In applying the three positions above, a coach must seek to obtain data about effective, influential and dominant training in achieving volleyball skills [9]. Performance in volleyball games really requires a good physical aspect and is trained on every player [10]. The application of weight training is needed to support certain physical elements, especially jumping that dominate volleyball at the moment of attack by doing a smash [11].

The volleyball smash technique is one of the important techniques, it must be mastered as a form of attack, requires high jumps or achievements from the player in order to hit, and directs the ball to the opponent's area to score [12,13]. A coach must try to improve volleyball smash skills in order to have a good volleyball team and strive to apply a very effective and efficient training model [7]. Any training for high-performance athletes, such as volleyball players, performs a variety of athletic abilities, including strength, flexibility, agility, and speed for defensive and offensive jumps, blocks, knockouts, and horizontal movements [14]. However, the treatment of recovery time is minimal, so it can cause physiological demands resulting in a potentially negative effect on exercise performance [15]. The optimal level and quality of recovery is very important for high-performing athletes to provide many benefits during training and an important factor in improving the performance of an athlete [16,17]. The recovery process intends to return the body to its initial state or pre-exercise condition, but incomplete recovery results in a state of overtraining syndrome and has a negative impact on various biological functions [18].

Theoretically, improving a successful volleyball smash technique is largely determined by the explosive ability to demonstrate repeated attacks of maximum strength, relatively fast smash rates, precise suggestions, and avoiding the risk of injury appearing while playing [19]. Holmberg [20], based on the results of his research, argues that weight training can help overcome the attributes that underlie performance and reduce the possibility of injury in volleyball. Understanding and mastery of volleyball techniques can be achieved by the method of a weight training program that can support physical attributes as a means of implementing training in the field [21]. According to Supriyanto [22], volleyball players who have a high reaction speed are more efficiently trained using the weight training method. The deficiencies in carrying out current team sports training programs (including volleyball) are not accompanied by a short period of control over recovery and as a result, diverse and demanding training requirements, leading to significant muscle damage and fatigue [23]. Referring to the findings of several previous researchers, the authors are interested in investigating different recovery interventions in weight training performance on their effect on volleyball smash technique. Where active and passive recovery treatment controls are applied in weight training to be able to provide more detailed information about training features, the main output of improving volleyball smash skills, and broadening the scope of knowledge.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Research Design

This study is an experiment to identify the effectiveness of active and passive recovery treatments on weight training performance for increasing smash ability in volleyball. The experiment designs a subject treatment using a static treatment [24,25]. This research adopts two subject groups, the experimental group weight training (active recovery) and the control group (passive recovery) (Figure 1). The experimental results are expected to produce new techniques that are useful for training and facilitating players to achieve the expected training results. Weight training procedures and recovery methods are applied to participants without interrupting the daily routine for maximum training performance.

In accordance with the research objectives, this paper attempts to present the effect of weight training performance through active and passive recovery treatments on volleyball smash techniques. Weight training is one type of training to increase the strength and size of the skeletal muscles, especially by using bars, dumbbells and other equipment. In general, weight training is needed for sports such as bodybuilding and weight lifting, but now it is used in many other sports, such as volleyball training to improve athlete performance and reduce the frequency and severity of injuries [26]. Physiologically intensive and high-performance training processes have the potential to cause negative effects. Therefore, this research tries to perform optimal recovery; and it is very important to keep players from high-performance training [15,16]. Recovery is an activity carried out after sports activities through an active and passive treatment system [27]. The recovery mode has an inconclusive effect of passive recovery compared to active
recovery on short-term muscle performance, particularly in improving volleyball smash technique. The cumulative effect of passive and active recovery on muscle performance and dynamic stability is unknown. Therefore, this study aims to prove the performance of weight training through active and passive recovery of volleyball smash techniques. Referring to the weight training method and recovery interval control, this research assumes that the weight training model will be able to facilitate practical application in the development of team sports training programs (including volleyball) [20,23].

2.2. Subject Selection

The research was conducted at the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education UNISMA (Islamic University 45) Bekasi, Jl. Cut Mutiah No 83 East Bekasi, Indonesia. The main research subjects were students in semester IV (four) of the 2018/2019 academic year in the Physical Education Study Program for Health and Recreation, FKIP UNISMA Bekasi. Locate and start training in the Volleyball Field and Fitness Room in early May to August 2018. Each student is instructed to perform high intensity training in the weight training process and different recovery methods are applied to them, then the performance level is checked. All students are subject to the same protocol, in which the training is carried out for 8 (eight) weeks with a frequency of three times a week and the total number of meetings is 24 (twenty four) meetings. The duration of experiments or treatments refers to Sutisw o [28] research in a more efficient volleyball training program, which is carried out approximately three times a week. The students were asked not to do any intensity training during the last 24 hours before training and they were asked to eat as if preparing for a competition before training. In addition, students were warned not to consume alcohol and stimulants, and advised to pay attention to diet and rest.

2.3. Sampling Technique

The target population is 172 students in semester IV (four) of the 2018/2019 Academic Year in the Study Program of Physical Education Study, Health and Recreation, FKIP UNISMA Bekasi, totaling 172 people. Referring to Rono's research [29] if it is not possible to study the entire population but the population is known, the use of sampling techniques can be taken as an alternative to represent the population. Determination of the sample size through the Slovin formula allows researchers to take a small portion of the population at the desired level of accuracy [30]. Determining the sample size using the Slovin formula must be known accuracy the number of population. With a population of 172 people with an error tolerance of 5% (n = sample size, N = total population, e = fault tolerance), the use of the Slovin formula is as follows:

$$n = \frac{N}{1+Ne^2} = \frac{172}{1+172 \cdot 0.05^2} = \frac{172}{1+0.43} = \frac{172}{1.43} = 120 \text{ (fulfilled)}$$

Based on the Slovin formula, a sample of 120 people was obtained. Furthermore, the sample was grouped into 2 subjects, namely the experimental group (weight training + active recovery) and the control group (weight training + passive recovery). To determine the experimental group and the control group, the research used a simple random sampling technique with an ordinal pairing system [31], in which the samples randomly are divided into two groups based on the shuffling. The number of samples for each group consisted of 60 students and the treatment was carried out after the students received weight training, then they received treatment based on their groups.

2.4. Data Analysis

The data in this research is taken from the assessment of the quality of the volleyball smash ability, namely the average score of the assessment of the speed and accuracy of the smash targets, where each smasher carried out 5 tests and directed to the target box that has been given a score/value and time calculation/seconds from tossing the ball until it falls into the ground/floor, which is analyzed by T-score. Furthermore, the research data were analyzed using the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique with the Partial Least Square (PLS) analysis approach, because in practice, parameter estimation in this method does not require a large sample size and the data does not have to be normally distributed [32, 33, 34]. This research will show data analysis using the SEM-PLS method to prove the relationship between research variables, as well as to measure the direct and indirect effects of one variable on other variables and to analyze patterns of causal relationships between these variables, in which it is shown in the following figure:

![Figure 2. Flow analysis of relationship variables in SEM-PLS Methods](image-url)
The SEM-PLS method in path analysis is used to measure the statistical significance and acceptance of the structural modeling identified by the SmartPLS version 3.2.9 for Windows software tools. In addition, the use of the SmartPLS version 3.2.9 software tool is able to calculate how much it supports the significance level of the structural pathway of the influence of variables (X) through treatment (X1 & X2) on variables (Y) and calculating the measurement error of each construct that is not observed [35].

3. Results

3.1. Description of Data Distribution

The average volleyball smash skill score which is the performance of the results of weight training for two sample groups totaling 120 people is presented in Figure 3. Each group of the weight training method was given different treatments, namely active recovery and passive recovery. Weight training testing with active recovery is the focus of this study. In other words, this experimental study intends to prove the effect of weight training with active recovery on volleyball smash skills. Therefore, the respondents who received weight training treatment with active recovery were made into the experimental group; while the respondents who received weight training with passive recovery were made into the control group. The final objective of this experiment is to produce an effective training model for improving volleyball smash skills. The experimental results are expected to be useful for the coach to produce a volleyball team that is skilled, energetic, and has high endurance.

Referring to the data presented in Figure 3, it is known that the treatment of the experimental group model of weight training with active recovery and its effect on the volleyball smash ability based on the average of T-score value has differences with the control group (weight training with passive recovery). More specifically, for the experimental group the test results were scored at sample intervals of 1-10 = 122.86, samples 11-20 = 103.64, samples 21-30 = 120.43, samples 31-40 = 101.91, samples 41-50 = 122.86, and samples 51-60 = 105.83. To treat the control group model of 60 samples (weight training + passive recovery) on the results of the assessment of the quality of the volleyball smash ability, the average T-score value in the sample interval class is 1-10 = 94.72, sample 11-20 = 84.56, sample 21-30 = 90.06, sample 31-40 = 81.57, sample 41-50 = 81.57, sample 51-60 = 90.06. Thus it can be concluded that there is a greater difference in the difference between the value of active recovery weight training and passive recovery weight training group of 12.92%. This session explains the active recovery weight training treatment showed a significant increase in the skill of the volleyball smash technique, and this part of training sessions indicated the reduction of fatigue levels according to the training load and time required to recover.
3.2. Path Analysis Calculations

In connection with the research data that has been presented previously, the calculation of path analysis in identifying the effect of the treatment of the two group samples, namely the experimental group (weight training + active recovery) and the control group (weight training + passive recovery) should have to be explored. The complete data processing regarding the results of the test performance of the experimental group and the control group and its effect on the volleyball smash ability can be seen based on the calculation of the SmartPLS software tool version 3.2.9 of each variable in following table (Table 1).

By referring to the SEM-PLS calculation model presented in Table 1, the identification of the treatment effect was be furtherly elaborated conceptually by adopting a path analysis model to determine the significance level of the treatment effect on volleyball smash skills based on the value of Path Coefficients, assuming the test is \( \geq \) T-table and P-Values \( \leq 0.05 \) (Shahid et al., 2020). In the light of this analysis, the experimental group (weight training + active recovery) had a positive and significant effect on volleyball smash ability (\( \beta = 0.521, \) T-count = 5.602 \( \geq \) T-table = 2.001, and P-value = 0.000 \( \leq 0.05 \)). While the treatment in the control group (weight training + passive recovery) had a positive but insignificant effect on the volleyball smash ability (\( \beta = 0.189, \) T-count = 1.833 \( \leq \) T-table = 2.001, and P-Values = 0.067 \( \geq 0.05 \)). Furthermore, the path analysis measurement model assessment (path coefficient (\( \beta \) ) is presented in Figure 4 which is reflective/formative.

The estimation results in Figure 4 are considered as sample parameter values that can be used as a reference for getting the effect between variables. In this figure, it is known that the value of the structural coefficient is X1 (\( \beta \)) = 0.521 and X2 (\( \beta \)) = 0.189. The greater the percentage of the structural coefficient value, the greater the effect of the independent variable in influencing the dependent variable or the smaller the error in predicting the model [32,33,34]. Thus, the weight training with an active recovery is a very important and significant factor for improving performance and smash skills of the volleyball players.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Path Coefficient (( \beta ))</th>
<th>T_Count</th>
<th>T_table</th>
<th>P_Value</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1 ( \rightarrow ) Y</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>5.602</td>
<td>2.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2 ( \rightarrow ) Y</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>1.833</td>
<td>2.001</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>Less sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * p-values are significant at the 0.05 level
4. Discussion

For the sportsmen, the goal of training is to improve physical performance. Implementing a training program must balance the intensity and time of rest between competitions [36]. Exercise can affect muscle fatigue which is defined as the loss of muscle strength when over performing or beyond the limits of muscle capacity, fatigue can occur for several minutes, hours or days [37]. Then an unbalanced training program system results in fatigue and poor exercise performance. To avoid fatigue requires recovery time to replenish energy that has been drained during activities. There are two forms of recovery, namely active and passive. The active recovery control is carried out during rest periods, useful in increasing blood flow in muscles, where it can remove lactate and allow phosphocreatine to regenerate [38]. On the other hand, passive recovery is defined as a period of rest that hardly does anything, although the previous studies have described the advantages of this treatment [39].

The adaptation of the volleyball smash training model with the weight training approach to active recovery treatment and passive recovery weight training is described based on field findings which can be explained through descriptive analysis of the frequency of volleyball smash test results and path analysis. Overall, this study found a different result of the volleyball smash technique skills between the active recovery (X1) and the passive recovery (X2) in weight training system. The descriptive data proves a difference of 12.92% between the two weight training system of active and passive recovery. The results of the volleyball smash technique skills test through active recovery weight training were higher than the volleyball smash technique skill in passive recovery weight training. This means that the active recovery weight training system model indicates the optimal changes in the results of the volleyball smash skills. Using these recovery techniques is equally important for accomplishing training efficiency and it is the most important element of changes in strength performance levels that affect athletes directly [40].

However, in a previous study, Kriel et al. [41] have shown that active recovery is associated with a higher increase in oxygen consumption during exercise compared to passive recovery. In the research of Rey et al. [15] there was no significant difference between active and passive recovery observed in anaerobic performance and lower leg flexibility in professional soccer players, except for the counter movement jump whose posttest scores were significantly greater in the active recovery group than in the passive recovery group. However, the research about the comparison between the active and passive recovery in weight training for the development of volleyball smash skill has not been found yet. Therefore, this research attempts to fill the gap, namely to reveal active and passive recovery treatments in weight training performance on volleyball smash abilities. The study used SEM-PLS analysis to prove the effect of this treatment on volleyball smash technique skills.

This research by adopting the SEM-PLS analysis fortunately showed a significant effect of active recovery weight training treatment with a significant increase in volleyball smash technique skills ($\beta = 0.521$, $t_{\text{count}} = 5.602 \geq T_{\text{table}} = 2.001$, value, P-Values = 0.000 $\leq 0.05$). In this context, referring to the research of Hadi et al. [42], the effectiveness of the weight training method can significantly maximize the increase about 70% of muscle strength; and of course generally each athlete needs to achieve effective performance by strength training because it involves accumulating muscle mass which requires greater stabilization. The results of our research also prove that volleyball athletes also show a need for a significant increase in strength to improve their performance of playing volleyball. The findings of this study also show that the effect of weight training with active recovery can increase hand muscle strength, both elbow and shoulder joint extension and flexion and can reduce the rate of muscle injury. This discovery is very useful for the development of training models, in particular for improving volleyball smash skills. The coaches or teachers in providing material to athletes or to students can take advantage of the results of this research practically and directly.

The estimation of the value of the sample parameters used to get how much the effect of active recovery weight training performance is known from the structural coefficient value of X1 ($\beta = 0.521$ or 52.1%). This means that 52.1% (rounded to 53%) the increase in speed and accuracy of volleyball smash techniques is determined by weight training with active recovery. This also shows a small chance of error regarding the effect of active recovery weight training practically to increase the skill of smasher in volleyball play; and it is relevant in which according to Lopes et al. [43] there was a main effect for recovery type, with a lower chance of error ($p < 0.05$) observed for active and passive recovery, where it could be concluded that active recovery significantly resulted in a decrease in lactate concentration and improved power performance at practice. The combination of active recovery weight training also produces many improvements in body quality, such as weight loss, decrease in the percentage of fat, and decrease in waist circumference [44], so that it integrates with the aspect of reducing fatigue levels.

Referring to the research of Mor et al. [40], the active recovery methods have a positive effect on anaerobic strength levels after high-intensity interval training, in which it provides an important alternative to increase the strength - which is one of the most important performance elements in athletes. In line with our research hypothesis, there are differences in the effect of active and passive recovery on the weight training performance of the
volleyball smash technique. If it is examined more deeply, the active recovery implementation of weight training is more effective as an alternative model of increasing the ability (speed and accuracy) of volleyball smashers, and it strongly indicates the effectiveness of active recovery in weight training system, especially for volleyball players.

5. Conclusions

This study shows the importance of re-evaluating the training model that was carried out. As an alternative training model, the results of this study support a weight training program with recovery intervals, because of the significant effect of weight training with active recovery on the improvement of volleyball smash technique skills. The results of this study, of course, become one of the solutions to improve the model of physical fitness to increase the skills of volleyball players; and make it possible for the coach to detect positively stand-out prospective players, who are considered both in terms of the speed and accuracy of the volleyball smash. In addition, the results of this research indicated that active recovery control had the ability to increase fatigue resistance. However, in the future, the results of this study recommend that the trainers always follow the development of research on the efficiency of the volleyball smash technique training model, so that they can carry out further research to obtain better training techniques and models.
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